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“Spirituality in the everyday of life” 
 

At the PCNV meeting on Sunday 24 
September, Lesley Taylor will introduce us 
to spirituality understood in terms of the web 
of responsibilities that give meaning to our 
lives. She will guide us through a multi-
sensory exploration of spirituality through 
nature, compassionate relationships, music, 
meditation and reflective reading, and ritual. 
  
“To wonder is to perceive with reverence 
and love”.  Sam Keen 
“In the kindness of care, the divine comes 
alive”.  John O’Donahue 
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Beyond fables to find implications for living 

Our international guest lecturer for 2017, Dr Hal Taussig, (see later in this Newsletter) has given 
special attention to recently discovered documents that have contributed to fresh understandings of 
the beginnings of what became Christianity. He refers to ‘undoing the fable of the early church’ to 
discover diverse and vital communities from which we can learn something for our time. It should 
be an interesting series of lectures in October! 

The recent PCNV series explored the understandings of four well-known contemporary progressive 
Christian writers to consider implications for our lives. They vividly illustrated how beliefs and 
values from our Christian heritage are challenged in different ways by aspects of contemporary 
knowledge and experience. One result is a considerable variety in the implications we see for life 
today. Pages 2 and 3 of this Newsletter illustrate how wide the range of implications can be for us. 
We need to be a Network open to one-another with different assumptions and conclusions about 
what a Christian heritage means for us today. We share a conviction that the beliefs and 
implications for living of earlier generations are unlikely to be sufficient for us today.                                                            
A few quotations from the recent series will illustrate this:                                                          
 “When the Christian path is seen as utterly unique, it is suspect. But when Jesus is seen as 
the incarnation of a path universally spoken about elsewhere, the path we see in him has great 
credibility.” Marcus Borg                                                                                                                                
 “ Theism is only one definition of God and no definition of God is to be equated with God. 
The God-claim for Jesus must not be dependent on an outdated God-definition.”                        
John Shelby Spong                                                                                                                    
 “Such a church (able to have a positive effect on the future) might offer a very real hands-
on, world-changing hope. An open, welcoming, honest, self-critiquing, dogma free, values-based, 
spiritually engaging community – that’s what a church can be.”  Gretta Vosper                             
 “Now we are beginning to discover the grave responsibilities we must assume – not only for 
other forms of life but for the future of the human race itself. In the Age of God these 
responsibilities were believed to be matters of divine prerogative; in this age and the age to come 
they are becoming ours. Lloyd Geering 

                             

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



IMPLICATIONS OF PROGRESSIVE 
CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE 
BIBLE 

The PCNV meeting on 25 June was the third 
in the series on implications of progressive 
Christian understandings – this time about 
The Bible. 

After presentations of progressive Christian 
understandings of The Bible based on the 
writings of Marcus Borg, John Shelby Spong, 
Lloyd Geering, and Gretta Vosper, there 
were opportunities in groups and individually 
for participants to reflect on implications for 
them. 

Following are a selection of some of the 
implications that participants identified for 
theIr lives: Numbers( 1,( 2,( etc.( indicate( implications(

from(the(same(person. 

“Possible implications for me of a 
progressive understanding of The Bible” 
1. To(avoid(being(‘cornered’(by(short,(‘out(of(

context’(quotes(from(the(Bible.(

2. To(seek(more(scholarly(knowledge(to(

understand(the(Bible.(
(

1. Allows(me(to(find(spiritual(understanding(

beyond(a(set(of(‘rules’(that(I(must(follow(if(I(

am(to(‘know’(God.((I(see(these(rules(as(

belonging(to(another(time(and(culture(that(I(

have(no(understanding(of.(

(

1. I(look(at(the(Bible(as(an(historical(document(

written(by(people(of(that(time(and(NOT(as(

an(actual(account(of(events.((Much(is(not(

applicable(as(instruction(for(a(Christian(life.((

This(is(liberating.(

2. I(reject(a(literal(approach(because(of(the(

damage(caused(by(judgmental(dictates(and(

attitudes(to(women.((The(basis(of(a(good(

Christian(life(is(to(LOVE(one(another.(
(

1. The(Bible(can(be(a(starting(point(but(not(

necessarily(the(end(point(of(what(my(values(

and(understanding(of(life(might(be.(

2. I(need(to(think(critically(and(weigh(carefully(

any(idea(with(which(I(am(presented,(

whether(it(be(from(the(Bible(or(elsewhere.(
(

1. Remembering(the(historical(and(societal(

context(in(which(they(were(written(and(

interpreting(the(written(word(in(that(light.(

2. Remember(that(much(of(the(Bible(was(

written(as(metaphor(and(not(meant(to(be(

taken(literally.((The(Stories(have(a(meaning.(
(

1. The(need(to(understand(the(situation(in(

which(a(text(was(written(–(

history/culture/empire/patriarchy/etc.(

2. Understand(our(own(standpoints(and(how(

to(dialogue(with(the(text.(
(

1. The(Bible(is(a(very(human(inspired(book,(

much(of(which(is(not(very(helpful(and(

relates(to(a(culture(that(doesn’t(make(sense(

in(today’s(world.(

2. The(Bible(has(SOME(very(inspirational(

stories(that(are(very(valuable(for(informing(

life(in(a(deep(and(meaningful(way.(
(

1. Having(grown(up(to(be(reasonably(familiar(

with(the(Bible,(I(now(find(its(progressive(

contextual(interpretation(to(be(fun(and(

intellectually(stimulating.((It(also,(in(a(

number(of(places,(has(helped(me(to(find(a(

relationship(with(the(sacred(or(God(

dimension(of(contemporary(life(and(societal(

politics.(
(

1. I(find(inspiration(in(many(written(sources.((

Those(parts(of(the(Bible(that(inspire(me(are(

coherent(with(what(inspires(me(in(the(

Qu’ran,(the(Bhagavad(Gita,(and(also(in(

modern(writings.(((Of(the(values(of(all(of(

these,(those(which(inspire(me(are(related(to(

compassion(and(social(justice.(

2. Thus,(for(compassion(and(justice(in(society,(I(

find(inspiration(in(many(written(texts(and(in(

the(actions(of(others.(
(

1. To(be(emboldened(to(take(a(progressive(

position(on(understandings(of(the(Bible(in(

the(face(of(others’(traditional(views,(

particularly(in(my(own(church.(

2. To(think(of(my(progressive(views(as(being(

part(of(being(a(pilgrim,(enquirer,(on(a(

journey,(a(process.((I(don’t(need(to(counter(

dogmatic(opposing(views(with(like(.(.(.(

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!25!June!2017!



(IMPLICATIONS OF PROGRESSIVE 
CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDINGS OF HOPE(

The fourth and final in the series on 
implications of progressive Christian 
understandings focussed on Hope 

As in previous programs, a variety of 
processes helped participants think about 
the implications for them of progressive 
Christian understandings of hope based on 
the writings of Marcus Borg, John Shelby 
Spong, Lloyd Geering, and Gretta Vosper. 

Following are a selection of some of the 
implications that participants identified for 
theIr lives: Numbers( 1,( 2,( etc.( indicate( implications(

from(the(same(person. 

“Possible implications for me of a 
progressive understanding of hope” 
1. Tomorrow’s(followers(of(Jesus(may(well(be(

workers(for(justice(and(compassion(without(

any(need(of(an(institutional(church,(basing(

their(lives(on(faith,(hope(and(love.(

2. The(importance(of(all(human(beings(to(work(

together(to(bring(hope(to(those(suffering(

through(natural(disasters.((Peace(for(the(

world(involves(hope(and(love.(

 

1. Inspiration(from(people(both(ordinary(

(Australian(Story)(and(prominent((e.g.(

Martin(Luther(King(and(Nelson(Mandela)(

who(have(had(hope(in(their(lives,(despite(

long(suffering(and(hardship.(

2. Encourage(the(church(I(attend(to(offer(

worldYchanging(hope(for(the(community(in(

which(it(is(located.(

 
1. Being(brought(up(with(literal(judgement(

days(and(Second(Comings,(I(appreciate(the(

present(confining(of(human(‘afterYlife’(to(

this(life.(

2. The(question(is(whether(there(will(be(a(role(

for(the(churches(in(the(future.(
(

1. Hope(implies(action(for(justice/compassion(

taking(account(of(complexity.(
(

1. It(is(my(hope(that(the(Christian(church(will(

be(open(to(letting(go(of(some(of(its(

traditions(and(traditional(ideas(about(GOD(

and(Jesus(and(work(towards(celebrating(the(

common(spirituality(of(our(human(life.(

2. It(is(my(hope(to(be(an(active(part(of(this,(

with(engagement(in(my(work,(community(

and(church.((Huge(challenge.(
(

1. We(have(to(make(happen(whatever(we(want(

to(happen.((‘Be(the(change(you(want(to(see(

in(the(world’.((Gandhi.(

2. Encourage(the(questioning(spirit(–(or(Spirit.(
(

1. Whether(it(exists(of(not,(I(cannot(ignore(the(

value(to(me(of(a(spiritual(influence(in(my(life(

which(gives(it(meaning(and(sustains(hope.(

Within(this(I(feel(held(in(love(and(a(desire(to(

extend(that(love(to(others.(

2. Rather(than(concern(myself(about(the(

problems(of(larger(society,(to(take(

opportunities(to(allow(my(faith(to(have(

influence(in(bringing(hope(to(all(I(come(in(

contact(with(each(day.(
(

1. Greater(tolerance(of,(and(compassion(for,(

others((listen(not(impose,(not(preYjudge)(

and(acceptance(of(their(right(to(differ.(

2. Find(an(appropriate(and(meaningful(form(of(

worship(that(sits(with(the(progressive(

understanding(of(God.(
(

1. Things(that(happen(are(not(anyone’s(fault(
and(we(need(to(support(each(other(to(

provide(courage(and(hope(for(the(future.(

2. My(hope(for(the(future(is(being(involved(

with(others(who(work(for(justice(and(

compassion(and(live(lives(seeking(meaning(

and(purpose.(
(

1. The(hope(that(we(can(tap(into(the(strengths(
of(the(people(of(our(community(and(build(

on(the(concern,(love(and(strengths(of(all(

people.(

2. Hope(that(we(can(see(past(our(own(personal(
concerns(and(accept(that(we(are(dependent(

on(each(other,(and(on(this(earth(on(which(

we(live.(
(

1. Working(with(and(through(others(to(create(

genuine(creativity,(so(we(can(become(secure(

in(each(other,(and(constantly(develop,(learn(

and(grow.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!23!July!2017



DR HAL TAUSSIG TO BE PCNV INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER IN OCTOBER 

Outstanding author of 14 books and progressive Christian leader Dr Hal Taussig will give a 
series of lectures on Friday October 27 and Saturday October 28 on the growing knowledge of 
what the form and practices of the early Christ movement were and how these are relevant to 
Christianity today. 

Dr Taussig has lectured on undoing the fable of the early Church and notions of how Christianity 
began. 

THEME for the lecture series: “Eating together, Talking Together, Living in Community: 
What the early Christian Movement can Teach us” 

VENUE: St Michael’s Uniting Church, Melbourne. 

FRIDAY EVENING 27 October and Saturday 28 October 

A description of the series and registration procedures will be available soon. 

 

EMERGING CHURCH                                  

The next Emerging Church service will be held on Sunday August 20  
in the Manningham Uniting Church  

152 Andersons Creek Road.  Melway 34 E6.  

5pm - 6:30pm   

Includes a light shared meal. Please bring a plate of finger food to share. 

The ongoing theme for 2017 services is entering an Oasis, where meditation, music and imagery 
are designed to help us cope with constant changes and concerns of life in these troubled times.  

  

Booklet with notes from the “implications …” series                         
In response to requests from people unable to travel to the recent series of four PCNV programs 
on implications for our lives of progressive Christian understandings and from some participants 
who missed one or more of the series, the PCNV Committee has decided to compile the notes 

from all four programs into a booklet as a resource for groups exploring progressive Christianity. 
It will be available as a print booklet on the PCNV bookstall and by downloading from the PCNV 

website. Details to come. 

PCNV BOOK SALE                                                                                      
MASSIVE BOOK SALE UP TO 50% OFF                                                             

After several meetings without the bookstall operating, it returns for coming meetings with a wide 
range of books about progressive Christianity that are not easy to obtain from local bookstores.A 

once in a life-time opportunity to purchase these sought after books 

 

 



Australia’s*treatment*of*asylum*seekers*who*tried*to*reach*Australia*by*boat*is*one*of*the*
most*hotly*argued*issues*in*Australia."Both"major"political"parties"support"the"current"policy"of"
permanently"excluding"such"asylum"seekers"from"settlement"in"Australia"as"an"effective"deterrent"to"
operators"of"future"boats."The"argument"is"that"this"policy"saves"the"loss"of"lives"in"perilous"sea"
crossings."Others"see"the"suffering"of"the"men,"women"and"children"in"longterm"detention"as"
unacceptable"–"the"end"does"not"justify"the"means"to"achieve"it."
"
The"world"situation"for"refugees"is"almost"beyond"our"capacity"to"grasp."The"following"report"from"
the"United"Nations"High"Commissioner"for"Refugees"provides"a"stark"picture."

5 facts to know about refugees 

UNHCR has released its Global Trends report, an annual study of forced displacement 
around the world. It provides a detailed picture of the refugee crisis, the impact on those 
uprooted from their homes and where they go to find safety. Here are five things to know. 

1.#One$person$is$forced$to$flee$every$three$seconds#

Forced displacement has hit a record high. On average, 20 people were driven from their homes every 
minute last year, or one every three seconds. In total, 65.6 million people were forcibly displaced 
worldwide by the end of 2016 — almost three times the population of Australia. 

2.#The$world’s$newest$country$has$produced$the$third$highest$number$of$refugees#

This month the number of people fleeing war and severe food shortages in South Sudan reached 1.9 
million, making it the world’s third largest refugee emergency. The Syrian conflict has resulted in the 
largest refugee population, with 5.5 million people forced to flee to neighbouring countries. Afghanistan 
follows with 2.5 million refugees. 

3.#Turkey$hosts$the$largest$number$of$refugees#

Although the refugee crisis in Europe attracts significant media attention, the largest number of refugees 
are hosted by Turkey, with almost 3 million people. The vast majority of refugees — 84 per cent — live in 
developing countries including Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran and Uganda. 

4.#Just$over$half$the$world’s$refugees$are$children#

Fifty-one per cent of refugees are aged under 18. Around 75,000 unaccompanied children applied for 
asylum in 2016, but the number of children fleeing on their own is thought to be much higher as not all are 
officially registered or seek asylum. UNHCR protection officers are on the ground working to ensure 
children without parents are identified and cared for, but they need your help now more than ever. 

5.#Returns$and$resettlements$have$increased#

More refugees and internally displaced people returned to their countries of origin in 2016 than in previous 
years, with around 7 million people returning home with UNHCR’s assistance. Some 37 countries 
including Australia resettled a total of 189,300 refugees. 

With% the% number% of% people% forcibly% displaced% at% a% record% high,% UNHCR% needs% your% help% now%more%
than%ever.%
"
United"Nations"High"Commissioner"for"Refugees,"July"2017."
https://medium.com/@australiaforunhcr"



 

The Progressive Christian Network of Victoria 

 
invites you to 

 

“Homelessness” 
with 

Rev Ric Holland 
 

WHEN:      Sunday 27 August 2017 
               3.00pm to 5.00pm 
 

WHERE:      Ewing Memorial Centre of Stonnington Uniting Church 
    Corner of Burke Rd and Coppin St, Malvern East.  
 

THE TOPIC 
Ric Holland will look at the history of homelessness in Melbourne, as well as in 
other cities, the causes, the present scene including recent policy in Melbourne, 
the demography, the responses (good and bad), the future… Is there hope? 
 
Ric Holland has been working in the field of homelessness for over 40 years 
and has seen its shifts as well as the way it has been responded to.  “It is totally 
unnecessary and just needs appropriate government action … but it always 
falls into the too hard basket or is not politically vote winning. The church needs 
to take this issue on as a significant social justice issue rather than with a 
community service response.” 
!!
THE SPEAKER 
Ric Holland has had a dual career balancing management within the not-for-
profit sector with executive roles within the media industry. He was formerly 
CEO of Melbourne City Mission, Victoria’s largest and oldest not for profit which 
has been working in the homelessness field for over 150 years. Homelessness 
has been centre to Ric’s heart and action for the whole of his working life. 
Before his appointment at Melbourne City Mission in March 2009, Ric was CEO 
of Lort Smith Animal Hospital where developed a range of human/animal bond 
programs including homelessness, domestic violence and prisons.   
Ric is an ordained Uniting Church Minister, with training and post graduate 
qualifications in theology, sociology, management and counselling.  He is 
currently senior pastor at St Michael’s Uniting Church, Melbourne.  
 

PCNV meeting cost is $7 ($5 for members) 


